What is this research about?
Plasma is the protein-rich, fluid portion of blood. It contains proteins important for blood clotting and fighting infections. Biological drugs derived from plasma are essential, life-saving treatments for a variety of diseases. They include coagulation factors used to treat bleeding disorders and immunoglobulins, including intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg), which are used to treat immune disorders. To manufacture these drugs, blood plasma from thousands of donations is pooled together, treated to reduce the risk of transfusion-transmitted infections, and fractionated into components that are used to manufacture biological drugs.

Most plasma that is sent for fractionation into biological drugs comes from apheresis donations (called “source plasma”). Plasma that is made from whole blood donations can also be sent for fractionation (called “recovered plasma”), although the majority is used directly for transfusion to patients. Plasma for transfusion must be manufactured and frozen within 24 hours of donation, whereas recovered plasma must be processed within 72 hours of donation. Unlike plasma for transfusion, which is well-studied and regulated, there are no standards that address the biological quality and protein composition of recovered plasma for fractionation.

In this study, the researchers characterized recovered plasma manufactured from whole blood by the two manufacturing methods which are used by Canadian Blood Services: the buffy-coat method or the whole blood filtration method. They also tested whether waiting longer to process plasma from a whole blood donation impacts the quality of the plasma product.

What did the researchers do?
This study was designed to assess and compare three kinds of recovered plasma:

- Recovered plasma produced by the buffy coat method and processed within 24 hours of collection;
- Recovered plasma produced by the whole blood filtration method and processed within 48 hours of collection;
- Recovered plasma produced by the whole blood filtration method and processed between 48 and 72 hours after collection.

Recovered plasma was produced at four production sites across Canada and sent to a central laboratory where the activities of important plasma factors for coagulation and blood clotting were tested. The prothrombin time (PT), which tests how effectively blood clots, was also measured. Total amounts of protein and the concentration of immunoglobulins, from which the plasma-derived drug IVIg is made, were also tested.

What did the researchers find?
All recovered plasma tested met the quality thresholds for frozen plasma set by regulators in Canada. The researchers saw no differences in activity of coagulation factors (F)VII, fibrinogen, prothrombin or von Willebrand Factor between recovered plasma produced by the buffy coat method or the whole blood filtration method.
method. However, the length of time between the blood donation and processing into plasma impacted the quality of recovered plasma manufactured using the whole blood filtration method. The researchers found that:

- Unexpectedly, immunoglobulin levels – and therefore predicted yields of the important plasma-derived drug, IVIg – were about 15 per cent lower in blood donations held for longer (72 hours). Processing the blood into recovered plasma less than 48 hours after donation was associated with higher IVIg levels.
- FVIII activity was also found to be lower in blood donations held for longer before processing into plasma (72 hours).

**How can you use this research?**

Historically, the plasma fractionation process was driven by the need to maximize the yield of FVIII, to provide concentrates to treat patients with hemophilia. However, these days many patients with hemophilia are treated with recombinant (engineered) FVIII, so this is no longer the most pressing need. In contrast, the need for IVIg has been growing steadily in recent years, and this trend is likely to continue. This means immunoglobulin yield has become the most important concern for plasma fractionation. The results of this study suggest that on average about 15 per cent more immunoglobulin could be available for fractionation if the maximum allowed time, between donation of blood and processing into recovered plasma, is reduced to 48 hours. The high cost and low rates of national immunoglobulin product self-sufficiency would justify such a change in practice.

There has been a steady increase in the use and demand for plasma-derived drugs in Canada and around the globe. In response to the growing demand, Canadian Blood Services is increasing the amount of source plasma we collect from donors so we can continue to ensure security of supply of plasma-derived drugs for Canadian patients. While source plasma remains the major source of plasma for fractionation, this study provides valuable information on the quality and characteristics of recovered plasma produced by Canadian Blood Services. Understanding and optimizing “what’s in the bag” provides valuable baseline data as we continue to improve our products, and to maximize to value of the blood donations we gratefully receive.
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